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A modular p-group is one whose lattice of subgroups is modular. Such 
groups were studied by Iwasawa [3], Napolitani [S], Jones [4], Huppert [Z], 
and Seitz and Wright [6]. In [7], Ward proved the following: 
THEOREM W. Every non-abekan ~uat~nion-free 2-group PO has a 
characteristic maximal subgroup K. 
In [6], Seitz and Wright proved 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an oddprime and let P be a$nite no-ube~~an modular 
p-group. Then P has characteristic subgroups PI and Pz with @(P) C PI C Pz 
such that the full automorphism group of P centralizes PJP, . 
Notice that Pz ought not to be maximal as in Theorem W. 
From Theorem W we derive that K $ Z(P,). 
In [8] I showed the 
THEOREM I. Every non-abelian mod&r p-group P, p # 2, contains 
a characteristic subgroup PI such that PI g Z(P). 
It is the purpose of this paper to prove the analog to Theorem W concerning 
modular p-groups. 
THEOREM 2. Every non-abelian modular p-group P, p # 2, contains a 
&har~t~ist~c m~~rnal ~bgr~p T. 
Of course, Theorem 1 is now a corollary of Theorem 2. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is constructive, i.e., we determine explicitly 
such a group T. 
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For the properties of modular p-groups, see [2] and [3]. Notation is that 
of Huppert’s book [l]. All groups in this paper are finite. Further: [z,y] 
means ~yx-*y-~. 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Every non-abeliun modular p-group P, p # 2, contains a 
characteristic maximal subgroup. 
Proof. According to Iwasawa [3] and Napolitani [5], P has the following 
structure: 
There exists an abelian normal subgroup N of P such that P/N is cyclic, 
P = (N, t), tat-l = al+Ps for all a EN (s does not depend on a). By 
induction we may suppose that P’ is elementary abelian, i.e., P’ is the minimal 
characteristic subgroup of P. Further, we have P’ C Z(P). Let exp(P) be pn. 
Now, if exp(N) j p-r, then 9-i = (N, tp) is a maximal and characteristic 
subgroup as required. So assume that exp(N) = pa. This implies now that 
s = 01 - 1. It is well known that in such a situation the map 
is an endomorphism from P onto Uar,_, with kernel QUn,_, . Next we consider 
the three following possibilities that can occur: 
(a) Let P’ be cyclic (hence of prime order) and let / t / 1 pa-r. In this 
case we have Zr,-, = P’. Indeed, let yP”-l E UN-, , withy = t%, n E N, then 
yPe-1 = (pn)pa-k = nP”-l = [n-i, t] E P’. But then P/J2,.+., g Gm-i , and 
a +r is a characteristic maximal subgroup as required ! 
(b) Let P’ be elementary abelian and let / t 1 = pa. Then 
cJm,_, = (P’, tp *-*>. Now, if P’ is a proper subgroup of O+, , then 
~~~,_,/P’ / == p, by virtue of / ir,-, //I P’ 1 1 ](trj-l)j. But (N, tP> is then 
a characteristic maximal subgroup of P, as we regard (N, tp) as the 
inverse image of P’ under the map 0,-r . So let Ua,_, = P’. Hence tpa’-l E P’. 
Now it is clear that P’ = ([n, t] j n E N) = {[n, t] j n EN}. (Here the set of 
commutators is equal to P’). So #-I = [n-l, t] = d-l for some n EN. 
But then (tn-l)p”-’ = 1, and replacing t by tn-r we are in case (c) or in case (a). 
(c) Let P’ be elementary abelian but not cyclic and let j t j 1 pa-l. 
Consider the set H = (X E P 1 [x-l, b] E (x”~-‘> for all 6 E P>. It is clear 
that this set Ii is mapped onto itself by every automorphism of P. 
Notice now that (N, tp) is a subset of H. Indeed, let x = tPin, n EN, 
be an element of (N, t”). Then: [x-l, tjn,] = n-lt-“itjn,tPinn;lt-j = 
n-lt~,t-i z &+ E (nPa--l ) = ((t”in)p”-‘> = (&+‘). 
Now we argue that (N, tp) cannot be a proper subset of H. Suppose not, 
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then there exists an element y E H - (N, t”), y # 1, such that 
[y-l, tin] E ( yrj-‘) for all integers i and for all n E N. Let y be equal to t*m 
for a certain m E N and with r + O(mod p). Then, since y E H, we have 
[y-l, n] E ((tpm)p”-l) = (mgoi--l) 
and on the other hand, we have 
(since 1 t 1 1 pil-l), 
[y-l, n] = flp=-1, for all n E N. 
Now every element of P’ is again a commutator of the form [n-l, t], this 
element being equal to &‘. Call nparml = U, then n-r = [y-l, V] E (mp”-‘). 
Since r + O(modp), we can find an integer u such that ru = l(modp). 
Then ZY~ = n-l E (mp”-I). S’ mce v is arbitrary in P’ we derive that 
P’ C (mPar-l), hence P’ would be cyclic of prime order contrary to the 
assumption under c). 
Hence (N, t”) = H is a characteristic maximal subgroup of P. So all 
contingencies are accounted for. Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof. Ref. [8] is obtainable at the author’s address in Nijmegen. 
But we draw the reader’s attention to a forthcoming paper, under the same title, in 
the Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik. 
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